
 ABOUT YOU 
CUCO CONCEPTS

Here are a few ideas to jumpstart your About Us Page

Our Story

Perfect for your business if you have a personal or emotional story. ie: If

you created your business due to a life changing event. Your audience may

be able to relate to either the event or emotion

Our Journey

Maybe you've had some challenges along your way that made you more

resilient. Share something that will resonate with your customers. 

Our Mission

Perfect for the business that have a strong ethical, environmental or social

purpose. A well written mission page emphasises your ethos and socially

conscious values and places it at the top of your customers mind as to why

they want to work with you.

Our Philosophy

If your business has a heritage or strong reputation, or if you stand at the

front of innovation your customers can align their own ideals with your

philosophy. 

YOUR ABOUT PAGE is the best place to

introduce yourself and your purpose. It should

be a clear and concise. It should explain your

values, your mission and personality. It should

walk your reader through a compelling story

that relates to your target audience. If needed it

can detail your process that relates to your

target audience. It can build trust in you and

your brand.
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SAMPLE ABOUT US PAGE

HEADLINE THAT HOOKS

Use a simple phrase that sums up your

journey. 

A STRATEGIC INTRODUCTION 

Focus on a story that goes into your Why

and purpose.

Tell stories and exploring emotions in

this section that they have also

experienced and put them as the hero of

your story. 

ONE LAST CONNECTION

Pull it all together as a last reminder 

 and explain how everything connects

back to the way you solve their problem.

Remind them of the results and benefits

they’ll get when working with you.

Describe the outcome and show them

how 

A CALL TO ACTION

Use your CTAs to continue to Tell them

Why and show them the benefits.

A RELATABLE OPENER

Think about their problems.  What

emotions, experiences can you tap into

that will relate to them. 

EXTRAS

You can use Social Proof with

some reviews and testimonials.

You can also throw in a few fun

facts about yourself to show your

personality.
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 1: The Obstacle

Your audience needs to relate to your story and everyone can relate to overcoming an

obstacle. It is often the reason why you started your business. 

2: An Internal Struggle

How we feel inside because of the obstacle faced in step 1. Use emotive words such

as fearful, insecure or anxious, frustrated to highlight your customers pain points

3: The External Struggle

You don't have to go into too much detail but you can describe some of the problems

you faced such as unemployment, going back to study

4: The Event Changer

Don't leave this important step out. Describe the one critical decision that you made

that transformed you .

5: Your A-ha Moment. Your Purpose

This is the magic moment when you realized this was more than just a hobby

6: The Result

Where are you now

7: Make your audience the hero

How does this relate to your audience? 

Why should they know you?

How do you help them solve their problem?

Crafting your own Founders

Story is vital to building your

credibility

A "founder story" is often how a

your business came to be and

is incredibly strong at

attracting your ideal clients
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BUILD A BETTER FOUNDERS STORY &
QUALIFY YOUR CLIENTS
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